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Sofias Magic Lesson Sofia The First
Disney Junior has a new Disney princess! Children ages 2–5 will love Sofia the First—the new
animated TV show about an eight-year old girl who becomes a princess when her mother
marries the king. Living in a castle and attending school at Royal Prep takes some getting used
to, but Sofia has lots of helpers including Flora, Fauna, and Merryweather! This Little Golden
Book retells an episode of the Disney Junior show in which Sofia hosts her first royal tea party.
Sofia Petrovna is Lydia Chukovskaya's fictional account of the Great Purge. Sofia is a Soviet
Everywoman, a doctor's widow who works as a typist in a Leningrad publishing house. When
her beloved son is caught up in the maelstrom of the purge, she joins the long lines of women
outside the prosecutor's office, hoping against hope for good news. Confronted with a world
that makes no moral sense, Sofia goes mad, a madness which manifests itself in delusions
little different from the lies those around her tell every day to protect themselves. Sofia
Petrovna offers a rare and vital record of Stalin's Great Purges.
Pig Pig is reluctant to leave his mother and Fluffy the cat to spend his summer vacation road
tripping with his Aunt Wilma and Uncle Fred. His uncle insists that his is the Opportunity of a
Lifetime, and soon Pig Pig is enjoying an eye-opening road trip. But he worries--what if hsi
mother and Fluffy don't remember him when he gets back?
Sofia the First Sofia's Magic LessonDisney Press
Annabelle is determined to have a birthday party that stands out from the rest. The moon
seems like the perfect spot! But wearing spacesuits and partying in a place with no air create
some challenges that Annabelle didn't expect. Will her out-of-this-world birthday still be a
blast?
The students in Miss K's class experience situations that occur in schools everywhere. When
Sophia's helper is absent, her fellow third-graders help out by learning how to push her
wheelchair. Sophia's story teaches about caring, kindness, and children with disabilities with
brilliant illustrations and humorous text. What Do You Think? questions, Miss K's Classroom
rules, and a glossary aid teachers in classroom discussions about the character trait of caring
featured in this stunning picture book. Special thanks to content consultant Vicki F. Panaccione
Ph.D.
When Sophie hears the Tooth Mouse announce a competition to name her successor, she
decides to prove that she is brave, honest, and wise enough to take over this important job.
Every Sunday, Leo and his family gather at Nonna's house for lunch. Everyone is hungry for
Nonna's delicious homemade pasta ... except Leo, who'd rather play. But when Nonna passes
around the bowls of soup with stellini - small, star-shaped noodles - she also serves the start of
a story. Leo eats his lunch as he listens to the tale, which cleverly features that week's noodle
shape, and over the next few weeks Leo and the whole family grow hungrier for more pasta ...
and more of the story! A scrumptious book about food, family and the art of storytelling.

The Pulitzer Prize-winning novel that tells the story of two sisters through their
correspondence. With a new Preface by the author.
It’s Christmas in Arendelle and Anna and Elsa want to make it the best one ever! Find
out how the royal sisters from Disney’s award-winning movie Frozen celebrate.
Children ages 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 reader!
Rhyming, fanciful allegory of the creative writing process. When a child’s carefully
written poem slips out of a ripped pocket, its words join randomly with other words to
form funny riffs and puns all over a busy city street. The child scrambles to capture the
loose words and arrange them back into poem form, only to lose them again as a storm
swoops in. Eventually, the words plant themselves in the muddy ground, growing into
something that might be even better than the original poem: a Poet-Tree. A poem is
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never really lost. The words may just need a little room to play.
Uncover, Rediscover and Learn the Twelve Essential Aspects of Energy Mastery.
Along with Twelve New Approachable Powerful and Easy-to-Use Reiki Symbols.
A “deliciously frothy fairy tale” from the award-winning author of The Book of Boy and
the Dairy Queen series (Horn Book Magazine, starred review). Catherine Gilbert
Murdock’s talents for storytelling and creating strong female characters take a fresh
turn in this spirited and sophisticated fairy tale. Benevolence is not your typical
princess. With her parents lost to assassins, Princess Ben ends up under the thumb of
the conniving Queen Sophia. Starved and miserable, locked in the castle’s highest
tower, Ben stumbles upon a mysterious enchanted room. So begins her secret
education in the magical arts: mastering an obstinate flying broomstick, furtively
emptying the castle pantries, setting her hair on fire . . . But Ben’s private adventures
are soon overwhelmed by a mortal threat to her kingdom. Can Ben save the country
and herself from foul tyranny? “Murdock spins a rip-roaring yarn that borrows fairy-tale
conventions (particularly from “Sleeping Beauty”) and reverses them to suit her strong,
resourceful heroine. The wild adventure, intricately imagined setting, memorable
characters, and romance will charm readers, especially fans of Gail Carson Levine’s
Fairest.”—Booklist (starred review) “Murdock’s first venture into fantasy offers a fairy
tale with several twists and surprises, and readers will be drawn into the world and
moods that she creates.”—School Library Journal “Readers will love every minute they
spend with [Princess Ben].”—Teensreadtoo.com This ebook includes a sample chapter
of Wisdom’s Kiss.
Legend has it the only way to meet a mermaid is to know where to look and to give her
a beautiful handmade gift that shows her you care. If you’re lucky, she may take you
on an ocean adventure! Mermaids are rarely seen, and even more rarely met. But, if
you gather some natural craft supplies—shells, coral, driftwood, and sea glass—and
make her a gift, you might just befriend one! Will you spot a mermaid in the waves just
off shore? If you do, will you be ready? By being observant, resourceful, and friendly,
you can make a beautiful crown from natural beach materials that will show your new
mermaid friend you truly care. Perhaps she’ll take you on an incredible adventure
through the ocean’s depths, past ancient shipwrecks, and to her shell castle! You just
might experience what it’s like to be a mermaid yourself! Sue Fliess’s poetic readaloud text and Simona Sanfilippo’s vibrant, whimsical illustrations will provide joy for
young readers eager to meet their own mermaids! Also included are guides for
teachers and parents about how to engage children in building mermaid crowns and
how to interest them in the natural world, the history of mermaids, and the many
cultures that have believed in them.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and text highlighting for an
engaging read aloud experience! For Muslims, Ramadan is a time for fasting, prayer,
and thinking of others. Rashad tries to be good all month. When it's time for Eid al-Fitr,
he feasts and plays! Find out how people celebrate this special time of year.
Ever since Sofia's involvement with an exorcism she has been haunted by bloody
visions, and when her mother dies suddenly she is sent to a creepy Catholic boarding
school in Mississippi where she meets the mysterious Jude who becomes convinced
that Sofia is possessed by the devil.
Once upon a time there was a Princess . . . . . . who made a pit stop. While the Birds and
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Beasts changed her tires, her Fairy Godmother told her she was in last place! With just one lap
left! She might as well give up! Give up? Not THIS princess! Instead, she hit the gas! Join Her
Royal Highness in the driver’s seat for a mad dash to the finish in this exciting ode to auto
racing. With appearances by fairy tale favorites including the Tortoise and the Hare, the Frog
Prince, and ALL of the Wicked Witches, this rollicking mash-up of race cars and royalty is a
true celebration of both girl power and horsepower.
Read along with Disney! When Sofia's stepbrother, James, asks her to be his partner in the
carriage race at the annual Tri-Kingdom Picnic, Sofia hopes she'll be up to the task. Even
though she tries her best, their carriage comes in last. But in the end, Sofia winds up teaching
James a little something about the value of being a good sport.
Scoop the Ice Cream Truck has seen a lot of summers selling his vanilla ice cream cones
across the city. But he’s getting old, and the new trucks are getting fancier. Now they have
waffle cones, jumbo sundaes, flash frozen ice cream, twenty-seven flavors and six special
toppings. Feeling like he’s fallen behind, Scoop decides that it’s time for a redesign. But when
his old frame can’t handle the new upgrades, can Scoop discover his own value and find the
right spot to sell his vanilla cones?
In this clever twist on the Night Before Christmas story, a gingerbread boy cookie is carefully
crafted and placed on a plate. He was made special to serve as Santa's nighttime snack, a
homemade thank-you for all the presents he will deliver. The cookie wonders if he is brave
enough to face up to his holiday duty. But instead of spending the evening contemplating his
fate, the gingerbread boy finds himself facing two rambunctious puppies experiencing their
very first Christmas. Their mischief includes a tug-of-war with presents, leaving a big mess.
And it's up to the gingerbread boy to save the day…and Christmas!
On her way home, Princess Merida takes a nighttime ride through the forest, where she sees
the sunset, animals preparing for sleep, and a waterfall. On board pages.
Both Sofia and Amber are hoping to win the best costume prize at the annual Halloween ball,
but when Amber's costume gets ruined, Sofia must decide if she is willing to help.
Henry has always wanted to be a gardener! His friend the worm has to show him what to do...
No Henry...you don't have to sit in the flower bed.
Prince Dashing is daring—he bathes in a crocodile-infested moat, he eats while dangling upside
down from the tallest trees, and he toasts his s’mores by dragon’s breath. Most of the
kingdom looks on in horror, but the prince is about to meet his match. The night of the royal ice
cream social, there’s a loud ZING-BOING that comes from outside the palace. A girl walks in
holding a pogo stick, but when Dashing demands to see it, she’s already bouncing off across
the room to eat her sundae on the nearest tightrope. The party rages on as the prince catches
sprinkles on his tongue and the girl balances waffle cones on the tip of her nose. Dashing roller
blades across the grand piano; the girl does a backbend and plays “Für Elise” with her toes.
At the stroke of bedtime, the girl hurries off—without her stick. A blindfolded Dashing ventures
out through groups of thugs and past toothy crocodiles, determined to find the stick’s owner.
Many creatures try the stick, but none are able to re-create that perfect ZING-BOING. It’s not
until the girl sees FOUND: STICK-THINGY on a poster that she realizes Dashing has her stick,
and now she’s off to retrieve it. This Stickerella isn’t waiting around for her Prince Charming,
but the two adventurers are destined for a future of fearless fun and friendship. Sky Pony
Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad
range of books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for
middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children
who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about
tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
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home.

When her mother marries a king, everything changes for Sofia, the little girl who lives a
rather ordinary life.
Meet Sofia, a little girl who lives a rather ordinary life. But everything changes when her
mother, Miranda, marries the king. Overnight, Sofia becomes a princess, moves into
the castle, gains a step-brother, a step-sister...and the ability to talk to her new animal
friends thanks to a magical amulet! Now, life is anything but ordinary for Sofia the First!
This read-along storybook features real character voices from the hit television movie
and series "Sofia the First!"
Many untold stories are held in the kinks of afro hair. Winner of a Go Fund Me award,
this fantasy-poem unravels the history of natural hairstyles and encourages children to
love all of who they are. Every Sunday afternoon, Sofia's mum washes and combs her
hair. Whenever her hair is touched, Sofia becomes very sleepy. Sofia travels in her
dreams visiting a Jamaican Rastafarian, African ancestor and Black Panther whose
stories help to unpick the history, heroes and joys entangled in afro hair. About the
author: Jessica Wilson is a writer of Jamaican and British descent. She was a
participant within Penguin Random House's Write Now, shortlisted for the 2017
Aesthetica Creative Writing award and winner of a GoFundMe award. Her first poetry
collection is entitled 'The bulldog and the hummingbird'.About the illustrator:
Commissioned Welsh-born, Bristol-dwelling fine artist Tom Rawles specialises in album
covers and Renaissance-inspired scenes of contemporary culture where, he states,
"halos are more bling than holy". His eye-catching scapes were described by influential
community Afropunk as both 'stylized' and 'surreal'.For more information, please visit
www.jessica-wilson.com or www.tallawahpublishing.com
When Cedric makes Sofia his apprentice, she doesn't suspect that he is after her
magical amulet yet again. But the magic of friendship is the true lesson to be learned
when Sofia helps Cedric out of a "tricky" situation.
Sofia comes from a family of storytellers. Here are her tales of growing up in the barrio
in McAllen, Texas, full of the magic and mystery of family traditions: making Easter
cascarones, celebrating el Dia de los Muertos, preparing for quinceañera, rejoicing in
the Christmas nacimiento, and curing homesickness by eating the tequila worm. When
Sofia is singled out to receive a scholarship to boarding school, she longs to explore life
beyond the barrio, even though it means leaving her family to navigate a strange world
of rich, privileged kids. It’s a different mundo, but one where Sofia’s traditions take on
new meaning and illuminate her path.
Get ready for some royal alphabet fun with this Sofia the First board book! On each
page, Sofia and her friends introduce a new letter of the alphabet with a sturdy die-cut
letter to trace and colorful flaps to explore! Beneath each flap is a new word that
connects characters to the featured letter. With over 100 flaps, this beautiful board book
is sure to delight any young reader and Sofia the First fan!
DIVÂ /div When a group of students wins a trip to New York City, accompanied by their
teacher, they aren’t sure where to start. Soon enough, they’re roaming the city, from
the Statue of Liberty to Times Square, from Chinatown to Central Park, in order to
discover what makes New York one of the greatest cities on Earth. Structured like the
popular song “The Twelve Days of Christmas,†? Tonya Bolden’s text captures the fun
and fast-paced spirit of New York, while Gilbert Ford’s illustrations embody its dynamic
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beauty and odd quirks. The book includes a map of all five boroughs of the city
highlighting kid-friendly places to see when you visit. UPraise for 12 Days of New
York/u "Ford's illustrations, rendered in a variety of media including India ink, gouache,
dyes and Photoshop, depict the city in bright, glowing tones that are cartoonlike but
manage to capture the essence of the people and places." —Kirkus Reviews "Ford’s
mixed-media art features chunky India ink outlines and a broad palette that portrays
afternoon, twilight, indoor, and outdoor scenes with equal skill… While the venues are
recognizable, the adventurous perspectives Ford uses gives them a welcome
freshness." —Publishers Weekly "Richly colored cartoon illustrations, with a dialogue
bubble here and there for added humor, depict the wide-eyed characters and their
surroundings with a fair amount of detail without overwhelming… A jolly jaunt introducing
a few classic Big Apple landmarks." —Booklist "Vibrant illustration." —School Library
Journal
"What's better than a slumber party? A Royal Slumber Party! Sofia can't wait, but what
if her old friends don't get along with the new ones?
Sofia and Lucinda think love is in the cards for their bunnies, Clover and Hexie. But are
they a match made in bunny heaven?
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are
you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a
correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's
unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history
of philosophy.
Being a princess keeps Sofia the First pretty busy. So much so that Clover the rabbit
feels left out and decides to hit the road with a traveling magician. Children ages 2 to 5
will love reading about how the sweet eight-year-old princess races to find Clover in this
Little Golden Book which retells an episode of the Disney Junior hit show Sofia the
First.
Emma's family is celebrating Easter! Emma and her little brother hunt for Easter eggs
and candy. They go to church. Then relatives come over for a big meal. Find out the
different ways people celebrate this special day!
Fairy tales do come true--even in modern-day Manhattan! Relive the romance and
magic in this retelling of the soon-to-be hit Walt Disney Pictures' film, Enchanted. When
Giselle, a princess from the animated world of Andalasia finds herself in the all-too-real
and unenchanted world of Manhattan, she quickly learns that you don't need a fairy
godmother to live "happily ever after."
Sofia loses her ability to understand her animal friends when the Amulet of Avalor goes
missing and decides to find it. Sofia needs to track down the amulet before Cedric can
use it to take over the kingdom. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to
state standards. Spotlight is a division of ABDO.
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